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Grants of Automation Foundation (Automaatiosäätiö) 

(Last updated 10 April 2019, Olli Ventä,12/2020: updated contact information) 

Who are eligible to grant? 

The purpose of Automation Foundation is to 

- support and promote research on automation 

- support participation of Finnish or foreign researchers in Finland and postgraduate 

students in international scientific conferences 

- support hosting international conferences in Finland 

- support publications, production of scientific, professional and trading literature, 

- support maintaining respective infrastructures 

- to support any other activities or initiatives dealing with automation in Finland. 

Applicants should preferably be private persons but, depending on case, working groups 

for some activity are welcome. Sometimes societies, companies, etc., can act as 

applicants. 

Automation Foundation does not support usual or normal basic studying at universities. 

Here we mean all studying targeting a master’s level or lower. 

Grants can be used only for the purposes accepted by the governing board of Automation 

foundation, and as indicated in the acceptance letter/email. The grants are exempt from 

taxation. 

Conferences 

A majority of grants deal with travel costs to international and scientific conferences. The 

first condition for a grant is that the applicant is one of the authors of the paper 

accepted to the conference, and that the author also gives the respective presentation at 

the conference, oral or poster. On exceptional conditions, a substitute can give the 

presentation. In case of multiple authors, only one per paper can get a grant. 

The second rule is that there must not be overlapping funding for the conference trip, 

but Automation Foundation may be one funding source in a compound funding 

arrangement. 

A travel grant may not cover all expenses that employers normally compensate based on 

respective collective agreements. Eg., daily allowances are common in Finland but they 

are not included in grants. Your employer may pay for such extra costs, or more 

practically, Automation Foundation can pay the grant to the employer’s account and the 

employer may compensate your travel expenses more extensively, conditioned that the 

travel compensations are exempt from taxation, as they normally are. 

Submit your travel grant applications in good time beforehand, preferably at least 2 

months before the conference. If you receive your acceptance letter less than two 

months before the conference, you must submit your application within two weeks 

after you received the acceptance letter. 
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After the conference, each beneficiary of a travel grant must write a short and free 

text description about the conference, about the important topics at the conference, to be 

tentatively published in the Automaatioväylä magazine. See instructions further below. 

A major part of the travel grant is usually paid no earlier than 1 month before the 

conference. A 200€ fraction of the grant is retained as a kind of deposit or guarantee 

which will be paid after Automation Foundation has received the above mentioned 

travel report, including the description text, travel start and end dates, and the 

travel destination. 

General instructions for the travel description: 

− Be informative, describe new or relevant topics of automation discussed or 

presented at the conference. If the conference had a broad focus, limit your report 

according to your own interests, etc. 

− Write 1-2 pages of text. If there are several papers and participants/beneficiaries 

from your organization in the same conference, coordinate your reports, either 

write a joint report (n * [1-2] pages), or make separate reports from different 

perspectives. A copy of your conference paper cannot be your travel report. 

− Take a couple of pictures at the conference or in the city, etc. Submit pictures as 

separate files. 

Send your travel report as an email attachment(s) both to the editorial office of the 

Automaatioväylä magazine (toimitus(at)automaatiovayla.fi) and to the secretary of 

board of Automation Foundation (olli.venta(at)outlook.com). 

The payment of the remaining 200€ is bound to the travel report. You must submit 

it no later than two months after the conference, otherwise the actual travel grant 

will be reduced by that 200€. 

If you are a member of any kind of international scientific or governing board/committee 

representing Finland or Finnish Automation Society (Suomen Automaatioseura, SAS), 

you can apply a travel grant to their scheduled meetings. You must have an invitation to 

such a meeting. Meetings are often organized in the context of conferences, and then you 

can also participate in the conference. Similarly, if you are invited to be a session chair, 

or have other significant roles in the conference, you are eligible to a travel grant. 

The general rule is that Automation Foundation gives one travel grant to one applicant 

per calendar year. However, this rule applies only to normal participations with an 

accepted paper. As an above mentioned board or committee member, you can apply as 

many travel grants as there are such meetings. 

Automation Foundation supports also professionals of automation in private companies 

by offering travel grants to conferences. In general, the conditions for the grants are the 

same as for academic staff. An own paper accepted in the conference may not be needed, 

if you justify your travel otherwise. The idea is to promote transfer of knowledge from 

research to industrial practices. 
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Grants for finalizing doctoral theses 

There are two kinds of postgraduate students in universities: full-time or part-time. The 

full-time students belong to the staff of the university (doctoral schools, etc.), and they 

are expected to work for their doctoral thesis at least 95% of time for four years, during 

which the theses are expected to be complete and accepted. A full-time postgraduate 

student may also be employed in other ways. Whereas, part-time students are accepted as 

postgraduates, heading to the doctoral degree according to a more flexible plan, without 

being employed by the university. Such postgraduates are typically working part or full 

time somewhere else, where academic research is allowed, enabled, or even encouraged. 

Automation Foundation may support both full or part time doctoral candidates by 

compensating a 2-4 months time out from regular work, for finalizing the thesis. 

− The major portion of the thesis work must be done already, before the 2-4 months 

period for finalizing the thesis. The finalizing period typically deals with editing 

the thesis book itself but it may also consist of re-editings due to feed-back from 

pre-examination, etc. 

− The applicant must define the start and end dates for the finalizing period. The 

period does not need to be consecutive full-time 2-4 months; you may plan part-

time periods, or distribute writing periods in few reasonable smaller periods. 

Whichever fits to your situation. 

− If the applicant has belonged to an above mentioned doctoral school but the thesis 

was not finished yet, the applicant must give a reasonable explanation for the 

delay. There may have been cuts in university finance or other interruptions, or 

sometimes there have been unexpected obstacles in advancing in research. For 

part-time postgraduates, it is sufficient to ascertain that you want to have a time 

out from your regular work to finish your thesis book. 

− About the application: 

− Describe briefly the title, topics, targets, results publications of the 

thesis, etc., of your thesis - and your plan towards the dissertation. 

Half or one page of text is enough. 

− Attach a signed recommendation by your supervising professor 

indicating that your thesis truly is mature enough so that the 

planned 2-4 months is realistically enough for the remaining work. 

− Max grant is 10.000€, corresponding to a full 4 months work. The grant will be 

paid in advance, in two phases: first half at the beginning the whole period, the 

second half at an estimated midpoint. Both the applicant and the supervising 

professor are obliged to report to Automation Foundation of any significant 

deviation of the plan. The midpoint is also a milestone or gate, meaning both the 

applicant and the supervising professor, and the secretary of Automation 

Foundation must unanimously agree that the second half of the period is sufficient 

for completing the thesis, before the second half of the grant will be paid. 
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− The grant may also include respective language checking, thesis printing, etc., 

expences. 

− In case the doctoral candidates is receiving other financial support for the final 

stages of the thesis work, the candidate must mention them in the application 

(funding source, funded sum, essential conditions). Each foundation is obliged to 

ascertain that there is no overlapping funding, but combined or coordinated 

funding schemes are possible. 

− When the thesis is accepted or completed, the applicant must send a signed notice 

to the secretary of Automation foundation. 

− It is common that press releases are written about each thesis. You must submit 

that also to Automaatioväylä (toimitus(at)automaatiovayla.fi). 

Application and decision 

Automation Foundation is keen on hearing about any activity in Finland that increases, 

expands, etc., the success of automation. Applications can be free format. In overall, we 

need to know the purpose (must deal with automation), cost estimate and cost break-

downs, expected benefits or impacts depending on the grand. For conferences and theses, 

instructions are more structured but for other possible purposes, reasonable and free 

format. 

For conferences we expect to have: 

− conference title, acronym, dates, city, country 

− For rare or small conferences, give a short description of the conference and its 

significance in your research. 

− About your paper: title, all authors, who will present the paper and the email of 

the applicant. The topics of your paper and the conference must deal with 

automation, in a broad sense. 

− A copy of the acceptance mail or respective notice. Or, a copy of the conference 

program indicating your presentation. Don’t just send a www link to conference 

pages! If the program is long, a 2-3 pages extract is enough, provided your 

presentation can be seen. 

− Name and email of your supervisor or foreman. The decision of the grant is 

always cc’ed to the supervisor, too. 

− Mention whether or not you are a member of the Automation Society of Finland 

(Suomen Automaatioseura, SAS). 

− Automation Foundation gives structured and fixed amounts of travel grants, 

depending on the continental location of the conference. The target continents and 

their fixed portions of the grant are as follows: 

Northern Europe, Europe, Middle-East, North Africa 1000€ 

North America 1600€-2100€ 
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South America, Caribian 2100€ 

Japan, China, mainland Asia, South Africa 1600 

Australia, New Zeeland, Hawaii 2500€ 

− For travels to North America, by default the fixed portion is 1600€. If the actual 

expected travel costs exceed considerable, higher costs can be accepted if justified 

and reasonable breakdown of costs are presented, up to 2100€. 

− For applicants from Northern Finland, e.g., Oulu, add 100€. 

 

Formula for grant: 

Travel Grant = continent wise fixed part + registration fee (+ 100€ from 

Northern Finland 

− If your real travel costs are essentially different, please give a respective cost 

break-down and a total cost. Otherwise, you don’t need to list you cost items, 

enclose any receipts, etc. 

You can submit applications any time, there are no calls for applications or dead-lines. 

The board of Automation Foundation has meetings roughly every two months where 

applications are discussed and decided. In special circumstances, you may ask for a 

quicker process, and we may take decisions by email among the board members. 

Applications must be appointed to Automation Foundation (Automaatiosäätiö), in 

Finnish, Swedish or English. Submit application to the office of Finnish Automation 

Society, preferably by email attachement(s). Normally, applications must reach the office 

at least 12 days before the governing board meeting, to have enough time for us to 

prepare the decisions. 

The decision will be communicated by email both to the applicant and his/her supervisor. 

The notice email also contains further instructions about the grant transactions, etc. 

As often mentioned in the communication of the board decision, for practical transactions 

regarding the grant, you are kindly asked to contact directly to the office of the Finnish 

Automation Society (Suomen Automaatioseura r.y.), phone: 050 4006624, E-mail: 

office(at)automaatioseura.fi. 

Cancellation of grant 

Each grant must be used for the allocated purpose as indicated in the governing board 

decision. If this turns out to be impossible, the grant beneficiary must contact Automation 

Foundation without delay. 

If traveling to a conference is cancelled or withdrawn, the grant beneficiary must a) 

communicate about the situation to the secretary of Automation Foundation, and b) 

initiate without delay all reasonably possible actions to save back as much as possible of 

the grant already paid. Flight tickets, hotel reservations, etc., all have their terms and 

procedures for cancellations. If travelling to a conference is cancelled due to causes that 

are independent of the grant beneficiary, Automation Foundation usually compensates all 

costs that cannot be returned. Examples of such include exceptional weather conditions, 
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disturbances in flight traffics, sudden increases of risks of safety, sudden health issues of 

the grant beneficiary or his/her close family. 

Contact information: secretary (asiamies) of Automation Foundation, 
office of Automation Society, editorial office of Automaatioväylä 

Secretary/asiamies: Olli Ventä, email: olli.venta(at)outlook.com , tel. 0400-618978 

- Further guidelines, initial assessments, discussions about the contents and form of 

applications. Especially, if this written guideline does not give clear answers. 

- Communication to the applicants about the board decisions, usually by email. 

- Normal acceptances of the travel reports and other reporting about the grants. 

Respective communication to beneficiaries. 

 

Office of Finnish Automation Society (Suomen Automaatioseura ry (SAS)): 

Asemapäällikönkatu 12 B, FI-00520 Helsinki (Pasila), Finland.  

phone +358 50 400 6624, office(at)automaatioseura.fi, https://www.automaatioseura.fi/ 

- email address for applications 

- actual paying transactions 

- inquiries, information 

Coordinator: Ms. Anu Randén-Siippainen, p. 050 400 6624, 

anu.randen(at)automaatioseura.fi 

Executive manager: Mr. Marko Vuorio, p. 045 6042121, 

marko.vuorio(at)automaatioseura.fi 

 

Automaatioväylä magazine: toimitus(at)automaatiovayla.fi 

- destination for travel reports 

 

Accepted in the board of Automation Foundation, 4th March 2019 

 

 

 


